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Introduction 

Buying behaviour theory goes back to the start of the 50’s and over the years different models 

have been developed influenced by different sociological views and trends. In the age of 

digitalization and e-commerce these theories seem to be less useful and need revision. In the 

early days of the Web, research argues for a broader view on the complex decision process 

(Bettman et al., 1998; Hansen, 2005) and regards consumers having constructive decision 

processes. In the light of on-line sale additional perspectives on decision-models are still needed 

and recent research emphasizes the important in studying relations between human visual 

attention and intention to purchase (Clement, 2013).  

Several companies have found an additional market place on-line, whereas the appearance of the 

products is often very similar to the physical shop. This goes especially for pharmaceutical 

products, where pictures of the product package together with pictures of the pills are used as 

eye-catcher on-line. The market for e-health is increasing (Usher and Skinner, 2010) and 

distribution of consumers purchasing on-line health products looks similar to the distribution in 

average populations. As the on-line drug store goes across culture and national borders it also 

challenges marketer to make the right set-up for a web-shop. In this paper customers’ visual 

attention during search for drugs on-line is investigated, relating visual attention and evaluation 

to a particular web-design. 

 

Visual cues for getting consumers’ attention on-line 

While the visual stimuli on ads have been subject for several research (e.g. Pieters and Warlop, 

2002) the effects of on-line visual cues in web-shops on decision-making has not been thoroughly 

explored. Studies on consumers’ response and trust towards e-health website find general web 

design considerations to be followed, which includes (1) ease of navigation; (2) content 

relevance; and (3) appropriate interactivity (Usher and Skinner, 2010). Graphic design elements 

like name, typography, frame and their visual saliency influence consumers’ preferences of the 

website (Brigg, 2008). The same goes for a website dealing with health and a common user judge 

the products on the appearance of the graphic design elements named above, where insight into 

visual attention and user’s gaze pattern are of great importance.  



 

 

Yet, the optimal way to promote health products in a web-shop seems to be less clear. Product 

promotion accompanied with text, pictures of pills, or emotional illustrations might be interpreted 

as persuaders or distracters. From literature, it is found that emotional images create greater 

activity in visual cortex than neutral images (Bradley et al., 2003). Therefore, in a case of drug 

product promoted on-line in combination with happy people or handsome faces, customers might 

evaluate these health products more positive. In addition consumers might assume the medicine 

will fight the disease better and they are going to explore the placebo phenomenon (Geers et al, 

2005). The aim of the experiment described in this paper is to reveal the influential effect of 

attractive illustrations, such as happy people and less emotional loaded illustration like a picture 

of the plain pills. 

There is a long tradition to examine colours scientific and relate specific colours to specific 

human behaviour, not the least consumers’ intention to buy (Belizzi and Hite, 1992). Here they 

quote several older research papers, emphasizing a strong relation between emotions and colours 

(Schachtel, 1943), and specific colours influence on consumers’ attitudes (Gerard, 1957), and 

other researches argue for connections between colour and cultural (Terwogt and Hoeksma, 

1995). Several research have found warm colours being associated with excited mood and 

positive emotions (Schaie and Heiss, 1964), extroverted activity (Aaronson, 1970), excitement 

(Cahoon, 1969), and visual orientation (Jaensch, 1930; Bjerstedt, 1960). Warm colours seem to 

be the winner in the battle of getting visual attention (Birren, 1978), (Gelasca et al., 2005). Not 

surprisingly have cold colours been associated with concepts of peacefulness, calmness, 

restfulness (Sharpe, 1974). No matter what colour hue, the affective dimension of the colour was 

found to make the impact on consumers’ likelihood to purchase (Belizzi and Hite, 1992). 

In the light of using colour especially for a packaging design, the relevance in combining colour 

interpretation with gender theory has been emphasized (Coursaris et al, 2008). The authors here 

found blue and especially cold colours in general to be related with trust, effectiveness, and 

satisfaction with some gender differences. Females tend to respond more positive to colours like 

red, pink, and yellow (Ellis and Ficet, 2001). Searching the literature for other combinations of 

colour and packaging, we find bright colours to be linked with expectations of low-quality 

products (Creusen and Schoormans, 2005), whereas other studies in the food industry shown that 

packaging colour is closely linked to taste. Orange colour seems to affect consumers to expect 

higher level of sweetness and better quality in juice products (Becker et al., 2011). 

Consequently, the challenging question for a marketer or a web-designer is whether the right 

choice of colour is to grab visual attention by choosing warm colours or to build trust through 

cold colours. The aim of the experiment described in this paper is to reveal the influential effect 

of colour on the packaging of medicines promoted in a web-shop. 

 

Investigating decision-making in on-line stores 

There has been a tremendous shift from the traditional neoclassical way of doing research on 

decision-making turning the focus on the unconscious aspect of consumer choice. The majority 



 

 

of decision-making theories focus on analytic procedures building on information search. 

Nevertheless, intuitive and emotional reactions have a strong position in consumers’ choice and 

consequently the impact from subliminal and emotional stimuli are not part of these models. 

Conventional decision models of fast and often repeated purchases like cue utilisation model 

(Olson and Jacoby 1972) and theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen 1991) assume that consumers 

know what they come for, and that they will recognise products and brands when they see them. 

However, purchase situations on-line are characterised by multiple competing visual stimuli, in 

the form of, for example, advertising or visual displays, that are continuously consciously and 

unconsciously stimulating consumers.  

In addition research in neuroscience suggest the human mind able to process subliminal 

information and attention can operate on or be directed towards an item that is not consciously 

perceived (Cohen, Cavanagh, Chun, and Nakayama, 2012). This attention might come from a 

top-down process – stimulated by the individual searching for a specific colour, or it might be 

related to a bottom-up process – stimulated by the objects physical appearance. The latter might 

stem the for on-line store design and the impact of such stimuli on consumer decision process is 

not likely to be researched through classically method techniques tools like verbal response. Only 

few stimuli make traces in the memory (Simons and Chabris, 1999) and verbal recall of a 

decision-making might be biased by intention (Valor, 2007). 

 

Research design 

Aiming to create an experiment able to test visual attention and cognitive evaluation of the drug 

product, we ran a random series of manipulated stimuli in an eye-tracker followed by an 

evaluation scales. First we changed the colour of the product packaging in Photoshop making 

exactly the same product appearing in two colours; one warm and one cold (Figure 1). Ten 

different product packaging were manipulated, ranging from everyday medicine such as 

headache pills to pills against hair loss. 

 Figure 1 

Each of these manipulated product packaging was then combined with an illustration on their left 

side, either a picture of handsome people, an illustration of the pills, or a nonsense illustration of 

e.g. birds or a house. In order to secure that no test person saw the same product twice, the 

stimuli of combined product packaging and illustration were divided into four series. In order to 

blur our intention with the experiment, we supplemented each series with ten other stimuli of 

health products and illustration. Each series now contained twenty stimuli/trails, which were 

shown in random order. 



 

 

We ran the experiment on a high-resolution Tobii T60 XL tracker with a 1920x1200 pixel screen 

resolution. Viewing distance was approximately 60 cm. and each series started with a 9-point 

calibration procedure. Each of the twenty stimuli/trail started with a fixed cross displayed for 2 

seconds, aiming reliability in data. Each stimuli/trail was displayed for 5 seconds, followed by 

four questions: 1) How trustful do you believe this brand to be? 2) How effective do you consider 

this medicine to be? 3) How expensive do you consider this medicine to be? 4) Do you feel this 

medicine attractive? Each question had an ordinal scale just below going from -3 to 3. 

Following the eye-tracking session the participants are called to fill a questionnaire regarding 

demographical information and their relation with drugs. We also asked if participant was 

familiar or regular user of any of the products. This last question gave us the opportunity to take 

out data from those trails where any previous relation to the shown drug products might have 

influenced both visual attention and evaluation.  

The group of test persons consisted of 45 people from various European counties divided into 19 

women and 26 men fluctuating from 20 to 33 years old. They were invited through social 

networks like Facebook, and the only condition among the participants was to speak and 

understand fluently English. They were compensated with a double ticket for a cinema show for 

their participation. 

 

Findings 

Data collection was done using Attention Tool version 4.5 (iMotions Inc., 

www.imotionsglobal.com) and the types of variables from the tracker were saccades (number of 

eye-movements), time to first fixation (milliseconds), and total fixation time (milliseconds). 

These variables were all specifically related to an area-of-interest (AOI). The outcomes from the 

evaluation scales were whole numbers on trustworthy, effectiveness, expensiveness and likeness. 

These data were calculated in SPSS version 19. 

TRUSTWORTHY 

A two-way ANOVA gave us a significant indication on males evaluating the medicine products 

more trustworthy than female (p<0,0004 and F=4,455). For both genders the trustworthiness can 

be increased when the drug packaging is dominated by a cold colour (p<0,03 and F=4,485). 

Women seem to have a more fumbling glance, having higher number of saccades than men 

(p<0,0000001 and F=19,106), whereas combining the product packaging with a picture of happy 

people make female increase their score on trust (p<0,034205and F=4.485). When combining the 

product packing with a nonsense illustration it decreases peoples’ trust evaluation. 

EFFECTIVENESS 

As for trust, the two-way ANOVA found significant differences among gender, and cold colours 

increase evaluation on effectiveness for both groups (p<0,00009 and F=19,808). Again we find 

female to be more unsecure by having more significant more saccades than men (p<0,000001, 

http://www.imotionsglobal.com/


 

 

F=21,234). Adding illustration of pills and nonsense illustrations to the product packing lower the 

evaluation on effectiveness. 

EXPENSIVENESS 

In evaluating the cost of the medicine, women seem in this case to be more certain having 

significant less saccades than men (p<0,00001 and F=36,504). Nonsense illustrations lower the 

evaluation on how expensive the participants consider the product to be. We found no correlation 

to other independent variables in relation to anticipate price on medicine. 

LIKENESS 

We found again men to evaluate liking higher than female and for both genders cold colour on 

the product packaging increase the likeness (p<0,00001 and F=32,174). The evaluation of 

likeness is negatively influenced by illustrations of handsome people. 

Beside cold colours influence on the evaluation of trust, effectiveness, and liking, we found warm 

colours on product packaging to generate more uncertainty. We found for both genders 

significant more saccades when the packaging had a warm colour (p<0,000001 and F=7,452). 

People tend to gaze significantly longer on the illustrations (pills, text, or images of handsome 

people) than on the product packaging. We found no relation between colour and visual attention 

(time-to-first-fixation and total-fixation-time). 

 

Conclusion and discussion 

Visual salience is not a property solely related to the target product, but a relationship between 

the item and other visual element within the scene. Colour and accompanied images are crucial 

aspects that influence people’s interpretation of the medicine.  

This study gave insights into the important of choosing cold colour for medicine packaging in 

order to increase the interpretation of trust effectiveness and liking. The highest effect from cold 

colours was found on liking followed by the influence on effectiveness. This underlines the 

relevance in taking product packaging colour into consideration when discussing placebo effect. 

The results show on the hand packaging colour to have no influence on how people interpret the 

price of the product.   

Combination the product packaging with illustrations containing no relation to the product seems 

in best case to have limited effect and in worth case to have a negative influence on peoples 

evaluation. The negative interpretation of effectiveness and by that the placebo influenced by 

nonsense illustration, seems to be in line with how people interpret these types of illustrations, 

yet the negative effect on effectiveness coming from illustrations of pills is not clear, and calls for 

further research.  

It was expected that the warm colour on product packaging would attract more visual attention, 

but we did not found such a correlation. This might stem from the research design, where five 

seconds for each trail were too little in order to measure differences in gaze time. Also other 



 

 

parameters such as saturation and brightness could become subjects for further research. 
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